UBOARDMATE CC
(For Windows)

Teaching software
so intuitive, you already
know how to use it!

We understand one of
the biggest pressures
of teaching, is time.
Having teachers learn a new
piece of software for the
classroom isn’t the best use
of that time – especially if the
software has thousands of
features that are never really
used!
So we take the same approach
to software as we do with our
RIVA touchscreen; it should be
so intuitive that teachers can
use it without hours of training.

UBoardMate Creative
Classroom comes free (for
life!) with all of our RIVA
touchscreens and is packed
with only the most important
tools for teaching. CREATE
lessons from home and
seamlessly DELIVER them
in-class with the benefit of
TOUCH. It really is that simple.

The perfect classroom
companion
UBoardMate allows users to
take notes, brainstorm and
educate with a range of builtin tools for Maths, Geography,
Science and more.

The software features both
practical, familiar and unique
teaching tools.
With all these tools (and more)
available at the touch of a
button through the easy to
navigate interface - lessons
become seamless!
Science made easy with pre-loaded tables

Magnification tool to focus the class

UBoardMate CC
Device Collaboration

From the RIVA screen, teachers
can push content to the devices
of the class participants.

The software also supports
live polling, messaging and file
transfer.

UBoardMate CC
Assisstant App
With the free UBoardMate CC Assistant app*,
teachers have even more tools available to them
which help them move around the classroom
whilst maintaining control of the touchscreen.
The App also features:
Wireless Camera - Take pictures or video in real time from a
device and share ‘live’ on the Riva!
Remote control - Control the on-screen software from your
device with full touch integration.
and much much more!

* Available Summer 2021

But that’s not all…!
All types of media content pictures, audio and videos,
can easily be imported
Multi-touch capabilities supporting pinch, zoom,
rotate and more.
Use UBoardMate’s
annotation tool over digital
content including PDFs and
websites
Open SMART Notebook
(.notebook), ActivInspire
(.flipchart), and play and
edit .IWB files
Multiple functional
backgrounds available
such as grids, tables, lines
and charts

Rich content for engaging topics

Content can be saved and
distributed in multiple file
formats, including native
.UBM
7 languages supported
upon launch, including
English, German and
French
Capture screen images,
and record audio & video
files
Many software file types
like PowerPoint, PDFs and
Excel files can be linked

Handy Maths tools for live demonstrations

www.ctouch.co.uk

